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1. INTRODUCTION

It has become more and more common to claim that the concept of innovations embraces everything that is connected with creation and application of new knowledge in order to win competitive advantage.
In this respect innovations concern as well, apart from technology, economy, society and culture. A traditional approach applied by organizational and management sciences are not enough to explain and manage the development of enterprises as well as that of cities, regions and countries.

Simultaneously, according to a new approach to innovativeness, creation of innovations depends on a complex/system approach. The word complex is vital since this approach should embrace the complexity of innovative networks as well as complexity of relations of cooperation and the whole network environment together with social context. Most frequently the innovative network environment is defined by means of the following elements (Cooke, 1998): producers/creators of knowledge; administrative environment; enterprises.

In recent years, a phenomenon of particular importance is the approach to network pro-innovation structures from the urban and regional point of view.

This approach can be justified by the following factors:
- possibility to locate single elements of the network (geographical proximity);
- direct contacts between actors are possible and they can be created;
- synergy exists through common action for a precise community and territory;
- common psychological and cultural patterns, most frequently.

Innovations (innovativeness) do not constitute a technical process. Transforming knowledge into a new product or process requires social sphere to be engaged. Dynamic dimension of the innovation process may be based on a view of an innovation network as a system possessing ability to self-create/self-renew innovations. P. Stahle defines the following factors of system/innovation network dynamics (Ståhle, Grönroos, 2000).

System possesses features that make it distinct from the environment, it possesses ability to endow identity and to justify the existence. It may also possess a system of common values. Furthermore, the identity of actors (elements) of the system is defined through relations with the environment. The system of common values is created through internal relations (between actors) and through relations with the environment. It can be named Identity based on self definition.

Innovations system possesses an ability of self-subsistence by processing information concerning its state, changes taking place in the system, goals and rules of action and cooperation. In consequence, a constant communication and flow of information are necessary among elements of the system (actors). Content of this information concerns the identity of the system. Other factors that determine the identity of a system are autonomy of participants (elements, actors) of a network and a belief, awareness of being a part of network.

What makes a network work is a mutual relation between actors who have same rights to access and participate in the network. The whole system must be perceived by every actor. Simultaneously, every actor is partially responsible for the whole. The nature of networking can be understood as a differentiated system of
relations (particularly personal ones) inside the network. Tolerance and trust are other foundations of information flow and information return.

2. SYSTEMS AND NETWORKS

Knowledge management, flow of information are immanent characteristics of the system. It is based on proper instruments of knowledge transfer and information streams. In this respect, the system is open to external information coming from the environment. The system exists in a way in streams of information as well as in a state of permanent uncertainty (Prigogine, Stengers, 1984). This results in a change in the way of thinking, leading to giving up routine approaches.

Entropy phenomenon connected with excess of information and its lack of order constitute factors stimulating creation of the “new”, as well as synthesis of knowledge which leads to innovativeness. Innovations system on the one hand creates entropy of information and knowledge and on the other hand limits it, tries to order and direct it to apply and use for the implementation of goals. In consequence, one deals with a phase (condition) of entropy of knowledge and in the second phase with its ordering (crystallization). As a result, there must be acceptation for information excess among actors as well as tolerance concerning mistakes and uncertainty (Prigogine, Stengers, 1984).

Innovations system functions unceasingly between chaos (lack of order) and order (crystallization). Knowledge concerning decision making in relation to the situation in the environment is crucial. Environmental analysis and knowledge about processes taking place outside network are key elements in decision-making concerning goals and strategies that the system aims at. Identification of chances and risks enables an effective implementation of goals.

Urban or region competitiveness as understood through the concept of network cooperation as well as the importance of social capital can be evaluated by means of indicators describing the following areas: competitiveness, attractiveness, networking (Sotarauta, 1999).

In those approaches, the following examples factors may be analyzed:

- **Human capital**, defined by: number of students, number of students of technical institutes, number of graduates of higher education institutions, percent of professionally active persons;
- **Innovativeness**, defined by: expenses on R&D, number of patents, number of employees of R&D institutions;
- **Concentration**, defined by: population density, employment structure, employment in the business services sector;
- **Infrastructure**, defined by: density of communication network, quality of natural environment, prices of energy, water etc., telecommunication network;
- **Economy**, defined by: size and structure of industry, value of exports, participation of industries of high technologies;}
- **Institutions**, defined by: higher education institutions, higher education technical institutes, institutes and research centres, etc.;

- **Quality of life and environment**, defined by: pollution, healthcare services, costs of living (media, housing, etc.) and social environment (mutual relations between people, social values, culture, etc.);

- **Pro-development networks**, defined by: the existence of clusters and enterprise groups, networks of cooperation, platforms, etc.;

- **Competition in creativeness**, defined by: potential to create new knowledge, activeness of public regional and local institutions, common initiatives, implementation of supra-local projects and openness to dialogue and cooperation, etc.

The above-enumerated factors constitute only examples of possible indicators, or, in some cases, guidelines that may serve to create indicators which can be helpful in presentation (evaluation) of Cities or Region competitiveness. Competitiveness based on **social capital and innovation networks**.

Simultaneously, the existence of urban innovation networks, as well as other cooperation networks, (production, clusters of various types) creates an urban knowledge system (Smedlund, Pöyhönen, 2005). In this approach it is taken for granted that an enterprise may participate in many local networks and that thanks to such participation innovations appear in natural and constant manner. These factors have decisive influence on the success of any cities or region as well as on capitalizing its potential (Smedlund, 2006).

Local production systems, defined in literature as **clusters**, constitute basis for creation of research methodologies concerning urban / regional intellectual capital. Discussion on the intellectual capital of territories by means of clusters is based on a commonly stressed importance and role of those regional sectoral network systems in shaping competitive advantage of any location. Clusters are perceived as a key element generating and sustaining a high level of competitiveness of enterprises functioning in them in a situation of progressing globalization. In literature on the subject it is stressed that the concept of clusters constitutes a new way of thinking about creating competitiveness of national economy as well as regional economies (Brodzicki, et al., 2004, p.7).

Porter incorporated clusters into a widely practiced model of diamond of competitiveness embracing main determinants of a national competitive advantage. The author of the cluster concept defines them as “**geographical clusters of mutually connected enterprises, specialized suppliers, units providing services, enterprises working in similar sectors and institutions cooperating with them (universities, normalization units and sectoral associations) in specific domains, competing against each other but also cooperating**” (Porter, 2001, p.246).

In consequence, many researchers discuss the problem of regional intellectual capital from the perspective of clusters. One of particularly interesting pioneer
approaches is a proposition of A. Smedlund and A. Pöyhönen (Smedlund & Pöyhönen, 2005) who analyze the intellectual capital at the very level of clusters.

They present a system approach based on theory from different scientific sources in order to picture processes of creation of the intellectual capital in clusters framework grouping small local enterprises. This procedure enables to define a regional system of knowledge based on three kinds of networks namely production, development and innovative networks. Further, the authors present another approach and model of evaluation of intellectual capital based similarly on the concept of clusters.

An enterprise functioning as an element of network of value in cluster framework profits from numerous advantages such as lower transaction costs, wider possibilities to learn new practices. Finally, it may gain valuable market information from its partners. The main benefit of being a member of a regional economic network though, is a possibility to generate innovations through cooperation with other partners. Local production system provides with constant possibilities to improve products, production methods and processes.

This is possible thanks to creation of conditions favouring joining of different assets and knowledge. In the centre of processes of creation of innovations one should place the ability to create and transfer new knowledge as well as to use the existing knowledge inside the network.

According to A. Smedlund and A. Pöyhönen, in order to maximize the potential of value creation by regional or urban clusters of small enterprises, those enterprises should simultaneously create new knowledge as well as transfer and implement knowledge they already possess (Pöyhönen & Smedlund, 2004, p.351). The approach presented by the authors lets understand in a fuller way the processes of creation of regional knowledge and dynamics of creation of intellectual capital in a framework of complex cooperation of many different regional actors.

Authors justly claim that works concerning intellectual capital are in large part dominated by three basic research streams. First of them treats the \textit{IC} in categories of immaterial assets. Second perceives \textit{IC} as dynamic capacities to create immaterial assets. Finally third one takes into account social relations as a framework in which knowledge processes take place (Pöyhönen & Smedlund, 2004, p.352). Authors understand \textit{IC} as an organization’s capacity to create, transfer and implement knowledge, which seems to be in compliance with the fact of treating innovations as a key factor in winning competitive advantage.

Each of the above-presented conceptual approaches treats knowledge in a different manner. Intellectual capital understood in categories of static immaterial assets embraces knowledge possessed by an organization and is most frequently classified into three categories:

- human capital;
- structural capital;
- customers or relational capital.

\textit{IC} understood as dynamic capacities to create immaterial assets, on the other hand, treats knowledge as constant and emerging process, in which a central role is played by a capacity to reinforce, develop and change the level of immaterial assets.
Finally the last approach to the concept of intellectual capital is connected with implementation of *social capital in its structure*. In this case, knowledge is perceived as an asset shared in the context of social relations. A joining factor and a bridge for knowledge processes in case of social relations is social capital.

Considerations on intellectual capital through the notion of clusters based to a high extent on organizational and *social networks* require use of dynamic approach towards the concept of *IC*. Such approach should take into account knowledge processes based on relations found inside a cluster.

In this concept, inside a cluster of small enterprises one can find three kinds of networks:

- *production*;
- *development*;
- *innovation*.

The above networks are characterized by different structure and functions that they perform in relation to IC. Those functions are identified with basic processes concerning knowledge, i.e. its creation, transfer and application. In a production network, flows between participants are connected with manufacturing of a product and thus embrace mainly physical products and cash flows. Inside this kind of network the sales process takes place.

All information transferred inside a network concern production, for example stocks. Such network may be dominated by one participant occupying a central position in it while other partners included in the exchange process may not even know each other. Thus the structure of this network possesses a *hierarchic character*.

To ensure its effectiveness, production network requires application of clear and coherent rules and regulations. That is why important information circulating inside a network should take a codified form to ensure that it reaches all units. It is sufficient that information circulates in one direction from up to down since any discussion or new thought may lead to modifications, which are not desired in this kind of network and may constitute an obstacle for its effectiveness.

Development network is characterized by *horizontal structure* and can be applied to join enterprises in a regional clusters framework, also in case when they do not cooperate in productive functions. Participants of such network can be competitors who agree to share certain information that constitutes a source of individual profit for them. Flows in a development network possess by nature an immaterial character. It can be for example information concerning production methods or know-how knowledge. Enterprises through learning best practices from others can achieve higher levels of effectiveness.

From the perspective of regional or urban activities, a network orientated for development may boost results of its participants in acquiring high-risk capital. The most important feature of this type of networks in undoubtedly orientation towards sharing knowledge.

A constant development of network is based above all on silent knowledge, bi-directional flow of knowledge and mutually dependent relations of all participants. Relations that one deals with in the network possess a reciprocal character and at their base one will rather find trust instead of formal agreements. In a development network
there is no dominant unit, however a coordinating entity supporting the process of knowledge sharing may be established.

**Table 1. Characteristic features of three kinds of networks of a regional knowledge system**

| Characteristic features of three kinds of networks of a regional knowledge system by Smedlund A., Pöyhönen A. |
|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|-----------------|
| Production network | Development network | Innovation network |
| Graphic model | | |
| Structure | Vertical | Horizontal | Diagonal |
| Function performed in relation to IC | Knowledge implementation | Knowledge transfer | Knowledge creation |
| Flows between participant of the network | Material (products, payments) | Immaterial (transferable specific information concerning enterprise, know-how) | Material (innovative products, payments) |
| | Immaterial (information concerning production) | | Immaterial (research knowledge, experimental knowledge, know-how) |


Taking into account realization of knowledge processes, the most advanced network in this field is innovation network, in framework of which new knowledge is created as well as new solutions needed to deal with specific problems are found. These solutions are worked out consciously and in cooperation with other members of the network. Flows in such network concern the process of innovation, for example product patterns or research knowledge of experimental character.
Structure of relations in an innovation network is diagonal which means that its participants are recruited from different sectors and production chains. In this type of network various public and private institutions may cooperate with enterprises. Innovation network has to master the process of knowledge creation, which should be new to all participants of the network. Leader’s function is taken by the most competent unit for coordinating assets and knowledge, which means that leadership is not established according to specific hierarchy.

According to the characteristics presented above, each of the three networks found inside a cluster performs specific functions and implements its strategic goals by engaging various categories of knowledge. The strategic goal of a regional or urban production network can be for example creation of a possibly most effective flow of intermediate products.

Development network may aim at formulation and implementation of common marketing policy identified with the sub-region in which the cluster functions. On the other hand, the main goal of innovation network may be carrying out research-development works on new technologies for a specific sector. Results of such research which are new methods and production processes should then find application in commercial activities of participants of the cluster.

Inside an innovation network in a local cluster one deals with flows of specific material and immaterial assets between participants of the network. Knowledge is the main asset that is transferred. The flow of assets inside the network generates innovations.

According to A. Smedlund and A. Pöyhönen research, usually three categories of networks tend to form a system. This system is named by the authors a regional knowledge system. From the perspective of creating intellectual capital at regional level, knowledge system constitutes an approach towards the process of generating IC according to dynamic approach treating knowledge as dynamic process. It is also compliant with the approach to the concept of IC that takes into account social relations as an important factor in implementation of knowledge processes. Regional knowledge system constitutes a source of better possibilities for creating immaterial assets, modernization of a city, region, country and adapting its to changes appearing in the environment.

In order to win competitive advantage, three kinds of networks should function in regions. Innovations generated in innovation networks are transformed into measurable economic benefits through their application on the level of production network. Development network based on social relations and processes of learning performs a proxy role in transferring innovations between other networks. Each type of network performs specific functions connected with intellectual capital. Production network applies and implements generated knowledge in economic reality.

Development network’s task is to share hidden knowledge among network members. The main function of innovation network is to create new knowledge. Production network shapes core production processes on local level while knowledge applied in those processes is used to supply products to the market.
In *development network*, local actors share their knowledge and provide with reinforcement of *regional or urban social capital*. On the level of these network relations, common language and trust among its participants are formed. In this way, processes of creation, transfer and application of knowledge in a specific cluster become more effective (Smedlund & Pöyhönen, 2005, p. 249).

In case of existence of the above-mentioned networks in the region, innovations are transferred to all members and bring each of them measurable benefits. Circulation of innovations and new ideas between all types of networks is defined as regional knowledge system. All three kinds of mutually dependent and mutually penetrating networks are essential for existence of a knowledge system.

Another approach towards the concept of *regional intellectual capital networks* is presented by M. Viedma who perceives *intellectual capital of cities* and regions in the context of industrial sectoral clusters.

This research approach is compatible with the presented before concept of regional knowledge system based on the development of clusters as a factor determining competitiveness of a given geographical area. Research approach accepted by M. Viedma seems to be particularly interesting because of the fact of evaluating the intellectual capital not only basing on generated statistical data but above all on qualitative indicators. This type of methodology of *intellectual capital evaluation on the city level* requires deeper analyses as well as finding a proper reference platform in order to execute the evaluation. In case of this approach, *micro-clusters functioning in the city area become the platform representing the development potential of the city.*

As it is in case of the majority of models of regional intellectual capital evaluation, the model presented by M. Viedma was created on the basis of an author’s model known as *ICBS – Intellectual Capital Benchmarking System* applied in enterprises in the past. Main applications of this model embrace evaluation of immaterial assets understood in categories of core competences in the context of innovative and organizational processes occurring in enterprises. Through execution of certain modifications, the author proposes to apply the method to evaluate intellectual capital of regions and cities as well as social capital of clusters. A modified model is then called *CICBS – Cities’ Intellectual Capital Benchmarking System.*

Conceptual approach and model’s components are shown in the scheme in a subsequent part of the work. *The presented model of city’s intellectual capital evaluation is composed of two sub-models:*  
- a general one based on categories of the modified intellectual capital *Skandia Navigator* applied in this case in city context,  
- a more detailed model embracing *micro-clusters* specific for a city.

According to the author, management process concerning general intellectual capital of a city is composed of five stages (Viedma Martí, 2003, p.9):  
- vision creation;  
- identification of core activities necessary for vision implementation;
- identification of core competencies necessary for implementation of core activities;
- identification of indicators for all core activities and competencies;
- categorization of indicators according to existing components of intellectual capital.

All categories mentioned by the author in the context of a general model of intellectual capital model are based on Skandia and are compatible with components defined earlier by N. Bontis (Bontis, 2004). It seems that an innovatory research approach presented by the author concerns above all the second part of the benchmarking system, that is a more detailed approach to the evaluation of city’s intellectual capital in the context of industrial clusters, which are specific in case of a given city.

The goal of intellectual capital model specific for a given city (CSICM – Cities’ Specific Intellectual Capital Model) is intellectual capital measurement and management of every micro-cluster which is particular for a given industry branch in the city.

The author claims that in order to apply the described model, it is necessary in the first stage to define proper micro-clusters in a given city. In a situation when clusters have already been defined, it is possible to apply to each of them a system of intellectual capital benchmarking. M. Viedma interprets factors which are of crucial importance for the existence of a cluster and which can be investigated in the following manner (Viedma Marti, 2003, pp.15-16):

- vision: a future vision picturing the cluster according to City authorities’ ideas,
- demand in a given sector: classification of various demand segments for products of a given cluster,
- results: classification according to various demand segments;
- goods and services: functions and attributes of products evaluated according to each demand segment,
- processes: operational and innovative value chains analyzed in order to identify core activities and competencies,
- core competencies: competencies constituting a base for core activities in value chains framework,
- professional core competencies: identification and evaluation of each value chain and type of demand as well as definition of specialists who generate and perfect company’s core competencies.

Modern economy recognized by P. Drucker as postcapitalist requires new approach to development challenges, where a “single act of innovation” is not enough. That is why in present times, the core of modern economy is characterized by network structure. One of characteristics of network dependencies being created is most frequently their spontaneous and chaotic character.
In consequence, an important role is attributed to the environment of the administrative / governance environment as a “catalyst” and participant of network cooperation.

If innovativeness is: a constant process of flow and creation of knowledge, then certain factors defining effective functioning of network structure are of crucial importance. If we also take for granted that networking on its own is insufficient to create a process of continuous innovations, but requires also quality of interactions. The category of IC and social capital appears to be a stimulating factor for quality and effectiveness (Coleman, 1990; Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998, pp.243-267) and explain system thinking approach and analyzing.

3. CLOSING REMARKS

Social capital, the structure of which is interdisciplinary, creates a system concentrating elements and relations of various nature: psychological, economic, sociological, historical, cultural. Simultaneously, among most dynamically developing scientific concepts one may quote management and creation of knowledge, as well as networking and pro-innovative systems in development process, especially for local and regional levels.

The present paper is definitely not aiming at a complex and full presentation of the described point. It rather expresses authors’ interests in searching for a way to explain urban and regional development challenges.
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